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2500 years ago, the Tao Te Ching, a document, changed one of the largest populations altering
its daily life, its religions, and its governing bodies. It is a timeless document that even today has
a strong message that is still valid. This message needs to be reintroduced to the population of
the world as people and countries struggle to understand the balance explained under the
philosophy named Tao and its virtues named Te. Humanity will suffer until it can move from the
six that take one from the balance of Tao.These six: Hate, Pride, Fear, Greed, Coveting and
Ignorance. These six are the evils that destroy the character of the individual and the
society.Move toward the three that take one closer to the balance of Tao. These three are
content happiness, content wealth, and longevity in health. Find contentment, this is the greatest
happiness, and the greatest wealth. Protect your health for once lost contentment is hard to
maintain while in pain and in the limitations of bad health.ThyArt is about self improvement to the
individual. When all individuals improve, the collective of society is improved. Through self
improvement grows a society of individuals that respect the importance of individualism over the
collective. The answer is to align with “The Way” that nature works, knowing it well to take
advantage of the great health, wealth, and happiness it can provide. Therefore, create your
perfect life but remember I am not you, so stay off my canvas.Tao Te ThyArt: Te, we are born
virtuous. ThyArt, we can become of great character. Tao, through understanding the balance,
through Te we can exceed expectations. No one can be perfect as the words written. No words
can explain the perfection of Tao. Seek content happiness, seek a content wealth, and maintain
health. Enjoy a simple life that promotes these three, as complexity will destroy wealth, health,
and happiness as it moves away from the balance of Tao.The Canvas: As I go through life, a
painting is created that is I. It is my canvas and upon it is My-Art. Some of the artistry comes from
self and some from others. No matter, I am the one that molds each situation into what it is,
whether it displays as something ugly or beautiful. Though I must ask myself, is it presentable to
my purpose? Can I make My-Art be considered exemplary and a model for duplication? With
this understanding, I must make sure the summations of the strokes are pleasing and
memorable. I must touch up the past and I must strive to paint a brilliant future. My Spirit must
become indomitable. My dedication to worthy commitments must be fearless. My life is about
me through my responsibilities to create great unity among all good people and improving
humanity by one (ThyArt).To become part of a collective is the end of the individual, for it is the
mind defining the collective painting the individuals.This document includes an analysis of the
Tao Te Ching, providing interpretation of the important messages for each chapter.
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ThyArt > Art of I > My-ArtINDIVIDUALISMContentmentMove from the six that take one from the
balance of Tao. These six: Hate, Pride, Fear, Greed, Coveting and Ignorance. These six are the
evils that destroy the character of the individual and the society.To become part of a collective is
the end of the individual, for it is the mind defining the collective painting the individuals.Move
toward the three that take one closer to the balance of Tao. These three are content happiness,
content wealth, and longevity in health. Find contentment, this is the greatest happiness, and the
greatest wealth. Protect your health for once lost contentment is hard to maintain while in pain
and in the limitations of bad health.Tao Te ThyArtINDIVIDUALISMArt of I > My-ArtBy ThyArt
SocietyEnglish - Second EditionPublisher: ThyArt Network LLCThyArt.netInspired by writings
from over 2500 years ago accredited to Lao TzuCopyright © 2017Revised © 2020ALL RIGHTS
RESERVED. This book contains material protected under International and Federal Copyright
Laws and Treaties. Any unauthorized reprint or use of this material is prohibited. No part of this
book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical,
including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system without
express written permission from the author / publisher.ThyArt is about understanding Tao for
benefit of health, wealth and happiness. ThyArt is not about balance of Tao but is the individual
life of content happiness, content wealth, and living healthy.ThyArt defined as the collective of
traits for perfecting the Art of I.The Art of I, My Art, The canvas of my life.ThyArt is the art of self,
so make your own "My-Art"."My-Art is the canvas that I paint my life upon."ThyArt is not My-Art,
so let me be myself!ThyArt is what makes one an individual and the right to be such.TABLE OF
CONTENTSTao Te ThyArt1: Te - The Archaic Virtues2: Te Spiritual Character3: Te - Society4:
Destruction of ThyArtDefinitions of ThyArt:The CommandmentsTao Te Ching AnalysisHumanity
is a balance of individualism and collectivism of which societies and cultures are born. As
societies grow in size, the culture consumes the individual. From growth and difference in
societies is born new societies and cultures. The balance of humanity in Tao is delicate but that
is its stability, to outgrow one creates the other, its own destruction, the perfect circle of humanity
between individualism and collectivism, then back again. Tao in balance is silence and boredom.
Tao out of balance is creation and destruction. Humanity must find its balance in Tao to limit
either of these from becoming extreme.Tao contains what humans perceive as ugliness, some
writings here may trigger repulsiveness, for they do not comprehend Tao, but no one truly
comprehends Tao. War is ugly but it maintains a balance that human compassion would never
allow in its perfection. It is important to understanding that an over populated world that
becomes compacted and collectivized will become ugly. We must not lose individualism to such
a collective.ThyArt is about self improvement to the individual. When all individuals improve, the
collective of society is improved. Through self improvement grows a society of individuals that
respect the importance of individualism over the collective. The answer is to align with “The Way”
that nature works, knowing it well to take advantage of the great health, wealth, and happiness it
can provide. Therefore, create your perfect life but remember I am not you so stay off my
canvas.Taoist understands nature and common sense. Tao provides the ability and inability to



both predator and prey ensuring balance. ThyArt attempts to understand Tao to use this
knowledge in success whether prey or predator. ThyArt is not about aligning with Tao or
balancing with Tao but utilize Tao for the achievement of a better self, a better family, and a better
community, and against foes if necessary. Most important is always to consider the
consequences of tempering with the balance of Tao, for Tao will respond.Only through the
understanding of the philosophy of Tao, can the world be conquered and put under one rule.
One law that puts individualism as most important, respecting the individual, so long as the
individual does not do harm to another individual. Only a society that learns to respect
individualism can unite to call itself one family. Collectivism and democracy of one should have
no more power than one individual has and neither of collectivism or democracy are worthy of a
single vote.ThyArt is a pebble attempting to start a landslide of positive change in humanity.
Humanity may still be too early in its infancy unable maturely to take the steps that would create
great unity, ending division, wars, and poverty. Maybe such perfection in humanity is against Tao,
understanding humanity is not provided enough intelligence to overcome these barriers. Could
humanity survive in such a world of perfection?Tao Te ThyArtArt of I, the Canvas: As I go through
life, a painting is created that is I. It is my canvas and upon it is My-Art. Some of the artistry
comes from self and some from others. No matter, I am the one that molds each situation into
what it is, whether it displays as something ugly or beautiful. Though I must ask myself, is it
presentable to my purpose? Can I make My-Art be considered exemplary and a model for
duplication? With this understanding, I must make sure the summations of the strokes are
pleasing and memorable. I must touch up the past and I must strive to paint a brilliant future. My
Spirit must become indomitable. My dedication to worthy commitments must be fearless. My life
is about me through my responsibilities to create great unity among all good people and
improving humanity by one (ThyArt).ThyArt is about creating spiritual and physical
happiness.Importance of Your Art: ThyArt is about respecting the art of other people; Your Art, as
in Their Art. To gain respect and tolerance to self one must show respect and tolerance to
others. ThyArt is the fullness of the characteristics that make the variety that is humanity. ThyArt
is not a collective trait but traits that make up individualism. It is most important to My-Art to
respect and have tolerance to ThyArt; this is the principle of ThyArt. ThyArt is the respect of
individuals toward growing individualism preventing the growth of mindless collectivism.Tao Te
Ching writings of old explain sometimes the actions we feel a must or for better are often for the
worse. Sometimes when feeling we are making better by defining a good we are defining and
labeling an opposite creating something worse. Sometimes in trying to explain everything, we
develop fairytales that prevents the finding a more true explanation. Our actions, our semantics
create our own poison.These are the six traits of ugliness: pride, hate, greed, coveting,
ignorance, and fear. Pride is a fool's joy. An individual does not need to best another with a better
car, jewelry or a better shoe, only inciting coveting. Hate has no place in the individual. When it is
known it is wrong but it is the collective way, it is still wrong, ignorance. Fear destroys the life of
the individual, often stressing them to an early death. Greed is just ugliness that promotes its



ugliness. Greed is why one has a billion dollars and a billion went without anything to eat today.
As people herd together in urban compact environments, the people lose their ability to be an
individual; they must please others at the loss of their own pleasure so to find a harmony of the
collective. As population density increases people stop thinking as an individual, take on the
collective of these six traits of ugliness. Is this Tao in perfection, correcting the flaws making
people willing to kill for foolish concerns to support a return of a natural population density?
These writings are not to define or analyze Tao but to understand how Tao is important to
creating the best possible ThyArt. There are many writings on the Tao, each with the perception
of the writer. No writer can perfectly define or analyze what Tao truly is and the result will always
be their perception. The only document honored here is the Tao Te Ching. Seek a translation that
provides self understanding.Tao Te Ching: A document (Ching) written 2500 years ago
accredited to Lao TzuTao - The Way: Tao referred to as “The Way”. Tao is the mystery of all that
is the great balance within life and the universe. Tao is the philosophy of all, not a religion. When
the word Tao is used, replace the word Tao with own understanding of life, whether of god or of
science or unknown.Te - Virtues: Te is the nature of the spirit that is from Tao. Te entwines the
being to nature and its means of survival. Through Te, Tao maintains the perfection of
life.Pinnacle of Perfection: Only Tao is true perfection. To flow with “The Way” is to remain in
perfection. Perfection is not overexerting or lazy. Perfection exists and enjoys its existence. As
“The Way” flows to seek perfection and balance, the pinnacle of perfection remains changing so
that “The Way” remains unchanged and perfect. The default of Tao is not through perfection but
Tao’s maintenance of balance is perfect. When one creates what they called good, one must
also wisely evaluate the bad that will result. For what humanity calls good is for selfishness or
selflessness is not truly aligned with the balance and perfection of Tao. There is no perfection in
humanity or anything other than Tao, for what would one eat or breathe? Tao is not good or bad,
ugly or beautiful, for humanity fails to see the beauty in the ugly or good in the bad.No one can
escape ThyArt, for it is one’s existence.Survival: It is not the strong sheep of the herd that fall to
the wolves; it is the weak, the young, the old, ignorant, and the less wise. In a world where some
people seem as wolves living off the innocent and the vulnerable, it is wise to strengthen body
and spirit to survive, as the weaker will fall prey. Someone must fall prey, for the wolves would not
exist without a victim. Retain virtues, build character, and flourish. The ripe are the most
important, while the young and senior are expendable, the ripe are the ones that create and
support the young to ripeness, respecting the senior to the end.Tao Te Ching Chapter 1*: The
path that can be followed is not the perfection of Tao. The named given to Tao is not the name of
Tao in its true perfection. Unseen, it is the creator of the sky and earth. Seen, it is the mother of
all. Do not over desire to explain Tao. The desire to provide an answer will only result in more
mystery. The unseen nameless and the seen named are the same. Together we call them the
great mystery. Deep within the mystery of Tao is the gateway to all, subtle and wonderful.*
Original by Lao Tzu, interpreted by ThyArt SocietyTao Te Ching Chapter 73**: Concerning
boldness, those that are daring against Tao will suffer gravely, while those that sustain from



daring action remain able. One appears to be an advantage, while the other seems of weakness.
Nevertheless, Tao prefers those not daring, for own reasons, baffling even the wisest. The Tao
does not compete yet overcomes all, the Tao unheard yet produces response, Tao even when
not invited is still present, Tao seems lacking action but accomplishes all plans with perfection.
The heaven of Tao seems without boundaries or restriction but contains all without possible
escape.
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